
The Endpoint Is the New Perimeter

With digital transformation, the use of cloud application 

services, third-party business applications, and bring 

your own device, the perimeter has dissolved. To get 

between a user and their application, the new perimeter 

is the endpoint itself. Endpoint Detection and Response 

allows an enterprise to get a deep set of forensic details 

on each host for quicker threat detection, analysis, and 

containment. EDR increases enterprise visibility and 

results in faster recognition and remediation of threats.

ReliaQuest GreyMatter

ReliaQuest GreyMatter, a cloud-native Open XDR 

platform, brings together telemetry from any security 

and business solution to unify detection, investigation, 

response and resilience. ReliaQuest is a force multiplier 

for security operations to increase visibility, decrease 

complexity, and reduce risks, combining the power of 

technology and 24/7/365 security expertise to make 

security programs more effective. With GreyMatter, 

customers see fast, measurable results, including a 400% 
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going live.

Maximize your EDR investment with 
ReliaQuest GreyMatter 

Increased Visibility 

• Universal Translator™ collects and normalizes data, 

on demand, directly from EDR and other sources, such 

as SIEM, cloud providers, and third-party apps in one, 
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• Alert level automation providing all initial artifacts an analyst needs to start at the investigation stage 

and skip data gathering across multiple tools.

• Understand EDR health conditions proactively such as, server health, sensor health, and agent saturation 

ensuring optimal performance and no disconnect in visibility or processes.

Decreased Complexity 

• The behavioral threat feed mapped back to MITRE 

ATT&CK®, NIST, and other frameworks providing 
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• Decreased false positives with continuously 

developed, tuned, and updated content mapped to 

your business risks.

• Respond faster across devices by kicking off pre-built 

playbooks such as, isolating a host, banning a hash, 
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Reduced Risk
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• Actively model and communicate risk tolerance based 

on the evolution of your business, benchmarked 

against past performance and industry peers. 

REDUCE TIME SPENT ON INVESTIGATIONS BY 40%

S O L U T I O N  B R I E F

RELIAQUEST GREYMATTER FOR 

ENDPOINT DETECTION AND RESPONSE 
Reduce the noise, focus on behaviors, and remediate threats faster 



ReliaQuest GreyMatter maximizes the effectiveness of your EDR by providing visibility and integration 

across your security toolset. With visibility and higher 昀椀delity tuning and detection content, customers 
decrease false positives, and automate across the security lifecycle to speed response.

Accelerate EDR Time-to-Value

ReliaQuest GreyMatter maximizes the effectiveness of your EDR by decreasing false positives and speeding time to 

decide with automation across the security lifecycle. With a foundation from tuning and custom content, GreyMatter 

layers on proactive threat hunting and automated attack simulations to continuously improve security posture.  

Custom behavioral IOCs produce higher fidelity alerts across all devices within your organization. Proactive threat 

hunting campaigns across your security ecosystem drive better abnormality detection, effectively showing “known 

good” vs “known bad.” Customer-specific policies based on applications, software, and business use cases define 

enforcement levels for any assets or compliance requirements tailored to any and all operating systems. Continual 

tuning of the environment, and exclusion of known good results in up to a 60% reduction in false positives.

ReliaQuest GreyMatter leverages a combination of your EDR technology alongside other sources in your security 

ecosystem to unify detection, investigation, response, and resilience. ReliaQuest is the force multiplier for security 

operations teams, combining the power of technology and human expertise to give organizations the visibility and 

coverage they need for more effective security operations that delivers value to the business.

ReliaQuest EDR customers average 78% reduction 
in EDR alert volume in the 昀椀rst 6 months
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